HOW TO ATTEND CLASSES
the app frequenzainpresenza
It is time to find out how you can attend your chosen classes and get the most out of your experience in Pavia and still be safe!
Here some actions we all need to take in order to keep safe!

**Decide if you want to go to class beforehand**

We left behind the time where we could wake up in the morning and decide if we feel like to go to class. As a university we need to be aware of the number of students who prefer to go to class on premises. This is important to:

- Be sure that you can all attend on premises at some point
- Be sure on how many people are going to be on university premises at the same time

There is an online platform where you have to confirm if you want to attend online or on university premises – We are looking into how to use it in the next slides
Here some actions we all need to take in order to keep safe!

**Before you decide about how to attend remember**

**You cannot go to class if you have a fever or other symptoms**

• If you do not feel well and you have a fever, cough or a cold, **DO NOT COME**. You will not asked to check your body temperature by an university official but it **is your responsibility to enter university premises with a clean bill of health.**

• It is **mandatory to wear a mask in common spaces** (It is strongly recommended to use the FFP2 mask)

• It is **mandatory the Eu digital COVID certificate (Green Pass)**

• Follow the displays with all necessary information.

• When in a classroom remember **to sit only where there is a sign allowing you to do so** and do not stop and chat near the class entrance or exit

• **Wash you hands frequently or use the gel disinfectants.** Do not touch your face or mask.
Some main information:

**When:** you have to confirm your preferences within the deadline decided by each department

**Change:** you can change your mind in the window of opportunity stated by each department

**Online:** lessons will be broadcasted and available online – more specific information will be shared by the professor or the department

**On premises:** only a limited number of students can be in class at the same time, if too many students confirm attendance on premises there may be shifts or schedule
LOGIN to https://frequenzainpresenza.unipv.it/:

Select English

USERNAME: fiscal code you used at the time of your registration on UNIPV website

PASSWORD: the password you use to access your personal area in the UNIPV website
ERASMUS:
This process does not substitute your Learning Agreement!
Click «show my courses» to access the list of classes!
If your learning agreement has already been uploaded, you will be able to see your chosen exams in the system.

If you do not find in the list courses a specific course you wish to attend or your learning agreement has not been uploaded yet, you can use the Add/remove courses option.

You can access this option on top or at the end of the webpage.
How to search:

• Search by name
• Check the correct study course (the university may offer the same class to different study courses, you need to make sure that you are choosing the correct course for your scientific field)
• Check the correct name
• Check the correct number of credits
• Check the name of the professor
Once you have selected your preference for each course, scroll down and click on «confirm your choice»
Thank you for your attention!
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